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ABSTRACT

This research aimed to interpret the meaning of aspects in the verbal and visual texts to identify whether these two texts created interplay. It was intended to understand the meaning conveyed by the writer and illustrator in a Japanese children’s book entitled ‘Kuroino’ (Little Shadow). This research used the approaches for verbal text analysis by Halliday about Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) and visual text analysis by Kress and van Leeuwen about Visual Grammar (VG). The research method was descriptive qualitative by explaining two data types: clauses in the Japanese language and images in the storybook. The data analysis of every aspect in the three metafunctions of language and the three metafunctions of images show the meaning that completes each other. In the analysis of ideational meaning, interpersonal meaning, and textual meaning, the writer narrates the friendship and adventure of ‘Kuroino’ (the Black) and Watashi (I). Meanwhile, in the analysis of representational meaning, interactive meaning, and compositional meaning, the illustrator describes two characters in a book entitled ‘Kuroino’ as the focuses in some pictures. Besides, the illustrator describes the background in detail as if he invites the reader to participate in the adventure of these two characters. Although verbal and visual texts describe a story from two different perspectives, in ‘Kuroino’, these texts collaborate to create a message in the story with synergy and meaning to be easily understood by the readers by maintaining the entertainment aspect in a story narrated.
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INTRODUCTION

Reading plays an essential role in child development. Reading activity is like eating healthy food; it simultaneously brings pleasure and benefits, such as improving cognitive development and language skill (Attiyat, 2019; Maharsi, Ghali, & Salma, 2019). However, an annual survey conducted by The National Federation University Co-operative Association shows that most of the students in Japan do not read the book for pleasure. From 10,021 samples, 53.1% of students answer in this way. Moreover, the student’s average daily reading time has decreased to 23.6 minutes per day (Steele, Zhang, & Song, 2018). Nowadays, local governments and schools in Japan promote Morning Reading Program to improve the reading interest since childhood. Based on the Morning Reading Promotion Association survey in June 2019, reading activities increase to 80% in elementary school and 50% in junior high school (Kimura, 2019). The morning reading program is expected to form the behavior pattern to favor reading activity since childhood.

Since childhood, reading activity serves to prepare quality generation with broad insight and pleasure from the reading book (Irhandayansih, 2019; Tse et al., 2017). Book generally used by the parent to introduce reading activity since childhood is illustrated children’s storybook. The illustrated children’s storybook plays a fundamental role in life, entertainment, and education for children in several ways (Maximo, 2019; Qiu, 2019). Illustrated storybook is believed to represent a place or country and describe how people live so that readers can understand the local culture from a site (Belcher, 2018; Ratminingsih & Budasi, 2018). Illustrated storybook defines the physical characteristics, reflects how to behave, and describes role in a story. In other words, an illustrated book can be understood as a book composed of two elements, namely narrative or verbal text and picture or visual text (Hermawan & Suykadi, 2017).

Wee, Kura, and Kim (2018) have discovered several social values illustrated in illustrated children’s...
storybooks, such as harmony, empathy, faithfulness, and patience in Japanese society. Besides, most of the children’s storybooks from 1990 to 2016 for the age of 3-8 years old illustrate and tell about Japanese cultures, such as clothes, food, entertainment, traditional activity, tradition, social behavior that reflect the value and belief of Japanese people, historical events, and political issues. According to Cao and Yin (2016), most of the research about children’s literature is categorized into the perspective of genre and context; and the interaction between readers and text. Many kinds of research from the genre and content perspectives have been frequently conducted, but research from a linguistic perspective is still rare and is not yet wholly done. Thus, this research aims to investigate the illustrated storybook with a linguistic resource approach. It is expected that this research can provide a contribution to recommend children’s literature from a different perspective for the reader.

Application of the linguistic resource uses Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) and Visual Grammar (VG) approaches, which serve as a valid tool to know how children’s literature can affect children.

Previous research with a similar topic that combined SFL and VG approaches has been done. The differences of previous research are on the research scope and data source used. Sembiante, Baxley, and Cavallaro (2018) have used illustrated children’s storybook with a specific theme, namely issues discussed in children’s storybook from the diaspora (a work by an immigrant writer in a place). That research also applies the theory about critical literacy. Meanwhile, the studies conducted by Hayakawa (2015); Hermawan and Suyadi (2017); Koutsikou and Christidou (2019); Moya Guijarro and Pinar Sanz (2008); Qiu (2019); Zohrabi, Dobakhti, and Mohammadpour (2019) have used a themed storybook with different languages focuses, such as the Indonesian language, Greek language, English, and Mandarin language. Meanwhile, research with illustrated children’s storybooks in the Japanese language is still limited to date. Previous research using data in the Japanese language is conducted by Inako (2017); Indrowaty et al. (2018); Murray (2020) on the translation and advertisement in the Japanese language.

Since research using data in children’s storybooks in the Japanese language is limited, this research investigates a children’s storybook entitled Kuroino (Little Shadow) written and illustrated by Tanaka (2019). This book is a children’s storybook recommended by the Japanese Board on Books for Young People (JBBY) in 2020. JBBY was established in 1978 as a part of The International Board on Books for Young People (IBBY). Missions from IBBY and JBBY create a peaceful future for children around the world through the book (Doi et al., 2020). Kuroino is a book for children older than three years old (preschool children). It has won awards, Winner of the Nami Concours Purple Island Prize and Shogakukan Children’s Book Award.

Data analysis is conducted to answer problems in this research; (1) to analyze verbal text (35 clauses) using a theory of three metafunctions of language, namely ideational meaning, interpersonal meaning, and textual meaning by Halliday & Matthiessen (2014) and thematic progression by Danes in (Kizil & Kushch, 2019) and Eggins in (Gunawan & Aziza, 2017; Yunita, 2018); and (2) to analyze visual text using three metafunctions of the image by Kress & van Leeuwen (2020), including representational meaning, interactive meaning, and compositional meaning. After conducting the analysis, in the discussion section, the researcher sees the relevance of meaning in verbal and visual texts based on the relationship stated by Liu (2019), whether or not it creates a relation with synergy and meaning.

The result of data analysis is presented in the form of verbal and visual texts. The verbal text is written using the hiragana alphabet with alphabetic transcriptions, while visual text in the form of image representation is in a book entitled Kuroino.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Data analysis is described in two phases: verbal and visual meaning analysis in illustrated children’s storybook entitled *Kuroino (Little Shadow)*. The discussion describes a relation between verbal text and visual text in the book *Kuroino*, whether they complete each other and easy to understand. The researcher analyzes the clause in verbal text from three perspectives. First, every clause in a book *Kuroino* is classified based on the clause system. The clause is then deconstructed based on the Mood system, transitivity structure, and theme-rheme structure. After analysis, the researcher interprets the verbal text based on lexico-grammatical choices as stated in the clause. Lexico-grammatical choices are a reflection of meaning in text comprehensively (Ngongo, Dethan, & Hyna, 2018; Raeisi, Dastjerdi, & Raeisi, 2019).

Based on clause analysis in a book *Kuroino*, it can be known that most of the clauses (77%) belong to the Mood indicative-declarative type. These clauses, which served as proposition-giving, are statements that exchange information, not goods and services. It can be interpreted interpersonally that in a text entitled *Kuroino*, the writer provides information or tells a story about the friendship between Kuroino (the Black) and Watashi (I). Meanwhile, 23% of clauses belong to Mood indicative-interrogative type, classified into 9% in polar, and 14% in asking the question. The writer interpersonally provides information and involves readers in an adventure experienced by Kuroino and Watashi. An example is a simple question asked by readers in an adventure experienced by Kuroino and Watashi when they met. In the existential process (14%), relational process (11%), and verbal process (9%) in *Kuroino* text, the writer uses the words 「ああ、あれは何かしら　Haitte iino? ‘Is it true I can go inside there?’», readers are indirectly invited to enjoy an adventure together in this story.

Transitivity analysis in a book entitled *Kuroino* (see Table 1) shows that the most frequently identified process is material (43%). The writer uses the words, such as 「する」suru ‘to do’, 「行く」iku ‘to go’, 「潜って」kugutte iku ‘to crawl’, 「歩く」suru ‘to go’, 「する」aruku ‘to walk’, and so on to describe adventure by Kuroino and Watashi when they met. In the existential process (20%), the writer uses words 「いた」ita ‘there is’, 「何かしら」nani kashira ‘what is there’, 「ああ、お父さん」aa otousan ‘there is father’, and so on. When enjoying the adventure, Kuroino and Watashi invite the readers to participate in their experience by asking questions, such as 「ああ、あれは何かしら　Aa, are wa nani kashira? ‘What is there?’, which asks about the existence of a thing.

Meanwhile, mental process (14%), relational process (11%), and verbal process (9%) in *Kuroino* text are sequential in terms of amount. In the mental process, the writer uses the words 「よく見てみよう」yoku mite miyou ‘to try seeing thoroughly’ and 「聞いたこと」kikoeta ‘to be heard’ to describe a process that explains perception from Kuroino and Watashi. Relation process shows intensity relation and meaning extension relation in a clause 「山はふわふわで暖かかった」Yama wa fuwafuwa de atatakakatta ‘Its mound is soft and warm’. This clause has the attributive relational process, in which the participant is called carrier (yama ‘mound’) followed with attribute (fuwafuwa de atatakakatta ‘soft and warm’). Thus, it can be understood that attribute shows condition, trait, and characteristics owned by a carrier. The verbal process shows notification or proclamation, such as 「おもしろいって声をかけたら」Omoikitte koe wo kaketara ‘I dare myself to greet him’. The verbal process has sayer (1) and verbiage (to greet him). Meanwhile, the behavioral process is not found in *Kuroino* text.

Based on transitivity analysis, the writer ideationally states imaginary adventure in detail, as experienced by two figures in the story, Kuroino and Watashi. Kuroino invites Watashi into a fictional world to visit the playground in which its entrance was in oshiire ‘wardrobe’. In the park, they play happily, run everywhere, skate on a tree, and fall asleep on soft fur. The writer asks readers to participate in their adventure using questions and invitations. It seems that readers also participate in their experience.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processes</th>
<th>Absolute Values</th>
<th>Values in Percentages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relational</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioural</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existential</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Amount of Process Type in *Kuroino*

There are many relevant theories to analyze textual meaning. In this dimension, the clause is viewed as a meaning source used for organizing information and message (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014). The report considered the vital thing is prioritized by positioning in front of clause (theme), while the next part completes information (rheme). The theme is divided into three types, namely topical theme, interpersonal theme, and textual theme. The topical theme is the only thematic element required in the clause, implied in co(n)text or explicitly stated since it is mixed with some transitivity elements (Alamiri, 2018; Pasaribu, Sinambela, & Manik, 2020). Halliday and Matthiessen (2014) have asserted that the sentence theme expands from the beginning to meet its transitivity function. The researcher’s
is to investigate thematization in periodicity (SFL) in text Kuroino. Besides, considering objectives of this research to examine patterns in theme development and information distribution, which is coherence in the text is by combining the theory of thematic progression stated by Danes in (Kizil & Kushch, 2019) and Eggins in (Gunawan & Aziza, 2017; Yunita, 2018), namely thematic progression with a linear theme, thematic progression with a continuous (constant) theme, and thematic progression with derived themes.

Information distribution on Kuroino text is textually stated through thematization with details of 27 (77%) unmarked topical themes and 8 (23%) marked topical themes. Realizing the unmarked topical theme means that Kuroino text has the main issue, as stated the most frequently through Kuroino and Watashi. The marked topical theme, circumstances from adverbs of time such as ‘when going home’ and ‘today’ is used to described adventure in detail. The interpersonal theme is not found in Kuroino’s text. However, the textual theme is found in 20 clauses (57%) from the whole text. The textual theme is realized with internal conjunction (7%), external conjunction (23%), and continuous marker (27%). The use internal and external conjunctions, in a clause ‘塀の穴をくぐっていくと、花のにおい、草のにおい’ Hei no ana wo kugutte iku to, hana no nioi, kusa no nioi ‘I crawled under wall hole in a house, after reaching the yard, I smelt flower and grasses’ is used to combine experience gradually and in detail, as done by two figures. Besides, continual markers, such as 「ああ」 aa ‘wow’, 「へえ」 hee ‘eh?’, 「あれ」 aree ‘eh’ and so on are used to show emotion experienced by Watashi. The information presented in Kuroino’s text tends to be organized through various occurrences at the clause level. Thus, it can identify a relation between theme and rheme in every clause in Kuroino text. For example, a wave from the center of the sea flows to the beach. This movement describes information flow in the text, which is continuous. Thus, in periodicity, text context is easy to be understood.

Theme development and information distribution in paragraph show that thematic progression with a linear theme is 27 (80%), and thematic progression with a continuous (constant) theme is 7 (20%). The data presented is a representation of the whole data in the Kuroino book. Data 1 belongs to thematic progression with a linear theme.

After analyzing verbal text from the book Kuroino, the analysis focuses on three metafunctions of image (Kress & van Leeuwen, 2020) related to three metafunctions of language (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014), namely representational, interactive, and compositional. The relation between SFL and VG in Table 2 as stated by Liu (2019). Thus, it can be said that the researcher treats the image as a language in this analysis phase provided that the picture is believed as a verbal language to realize its metafunction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SFL</th>
<th>VG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ideational</td>
<td>Representational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpersonal</td>
<td>Interactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textual</td>
<td>Compositional</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data shows that theme in the clause is developed from rheme in previous clauses, such as ‘when Kuroino climbed a mound’, followed with a theme which describes the mound ‘Its mound was soft and warm’, and it is told that ‘they fell asleep on the mound’. This theme development dominates Kuroino’s text following Denis’s statement in Rezayi and Moghani (2018) about thematic progression with a linear theme, which is frequently found in fundamental reading material. Using this type will facilitate the reader in understanding the story plot.
Analysis of visual text data uses representational meaning, interactive meaning, and compositional meaning by Kress and van Leeuwen (2020). Representational meaning refers to the faithful reproduction of people’s objective world, human activities, places, and even people’s inner world. Kress and van Leeuwen (2020) have viewed that representational meaning can be obtained from two processes: narrative and conceptual processes. The vector is a criterion to identify whether it is the narrative process or a conceptual process. Besides, finding representational meaning reveals the relation between the represented participants (object in an image, a living creature, or inanimate object). The interaction process between defined participants is realized in a vector.

Participants in illustrated storybook *Kuroino* are Kuroino (the Black) and Watashi (I). Watashi is a girl aged 3-5 years. Watashi meets Kuroino for the first time when walking home. She sees a black creature sitting on the wall. The position of Watashi is on the lower left while staring at Kuroino. Meanwhile, the position of Kuroino is on the upper right while he looks around. Condition in the place shows a quiet street. The vector in Figure 1 is realized through stare from Watashi to Kuroino. Thus, Watashi is a reactor, while Kuroino becomes a phenomenon. Based on the vector, the relation between objects in the image belongs to the narrative process.

Some visual data in a book *Kuroino* can be categorized into a narrative process that presents actions and characters’ actions in their spatial arrangements. The spatial reference is often used to express feeling in Figure 2 with verbal data 「ねえ、してるかな…」 Nee, shiteru kana… ‘Hey, what are you doing?’

Besides expressing a feeling, the narrative process is shown from vector between Watashi and Kuroino in images 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 26, 29, and 31, who try communicating to play together.

Visual data also have a conceptual process, namely static (no vector), and represented participants in terms of their more generalized and more or less stable and timeless essence in terms of class, structure, or meaning. It can be seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3 shows Kuroino giving the flower to Watashi in a park where they do their exciting adventure. Although its color is monochrome (black and white), it clearly shows plants and flowers in the park, representing a beautiful place. Conceptual process is also shown in images 13, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 27, 28, 30, and 32. Visual data in the narrative process shows an amount that is almost the same as the conceptual process. It shows that the writer and illustrator in *Kuroino* invite the reader to enjoy Kuroino and Watashi’s adventure by enjoying the environment where the experience takes place.

The illustrated book’s interactive meaning is used to develop and maintain interaction between the message or image-maker and reader. According to Kress & van Leeuwen (2020), some dimensions compile interactive meaning, namely contact, social distance, attitude, and modality. Contact in the visual text is established through the gaze from represented participants. In terms of gaze, represented participants in *Kuroino* do not directly communicate with the reader; all images belong to offer pictures. Kuroino and Watashi continuously stare at each other in all activities (e.g., walking on street, park, house) without involving the reader in any way besides receiving or refusing information made by the illustrator.

Social distance in images can determine the social relation between represented participants.
and the reader. Most of the pictures illustrated in Kuroino book belong to a far social distance, in which participants show their full body and readers can see the whole space. Thus, it can be said that the relation which dominates represented participants and reader is formal and impersonal. The illustrator does it as an effort to show readers (children) that these figures are from the imaginary world, not the real one. Besides, there are images in the category of far personal distance and close personal distance, in which participants are shown from shoulder to waist, so a relationship is established between represented participant and reader in the intimate and personal category. It shows that the story presented is from the imaginary world and the real world (Watashi is on the highway).

The next structure that establishes relation is the angle. There are two perspectives discussed by Kress & van Leeuwen (2020), namely horizontal and vertical. Images in Kuroino are horizontally illustrated, so it can be said that illustrator and reader are involved with Watashi and Kuroino. Represented participants are shown in medium angle, in which relation between participant and reader is at the same level, so there is no dominance. At the same time, another dimension is a modality, how readers assess realism shown in images. Kuroino provides images in monochrome color, categorized into low modality in color differentiation aspect. However, in some contextualization aspects; representation, depth, illumination, and brightness can be categorized into high modality since the illustrated images are highly detailed in participant, background, a full representation of light and shade, and maximal degree of brightness.

Compositional meaning is achieved by the layout of the image, which consists of information value, salience, and framing (Kress & van Leeuwen, 2020). The first principle is information value. It is the placement of several elements that give specific value, specific as in ‘center/margin’ and ‘given/new’. In Kuroino, Watashi and Kuroino’s participants are usually in the center of the image, as if they provide essential information from the whole picture. Thus, it can be said that these two participants are dominant in some pictures. Information structure given in the double-page book, Kuroino, shows the domination of verbal text on the left (given) and visual text on the right (new), as shown in Figure 4.

Although it seems that visual and verbal texts are separated, they have relevance that completes each other. Represented participants, Kuroino and Watashi, are enjoying ochia (Japanese tea) with verbal text ‘でも、お話はしないね’ Demo, ohanashi wa shinaine ‘But, Kuroino is not saying any single word at all’. It shows that they are enjoying a drink while looking at the park without saying any word.

Salience is the second principle of layout discussed by Kress & van Leeuwen (2020). It refers to the degree to which an element of composition or design draws attention to itself. It includes all participant elements made to attract readers, such as size, the sharpness of focus, tonal contrasts, color contrasts, placement in the visual field, and perspective. The researcher uses not all aspects in salience to analyze since visual text data on Kuroino is monochrome. As shown in Figure 2, the size of Kuroino and Watashi is almost like a human being in general based on proportion with the environmental condition (image background). Although the researcher cannot use color as an aspect to be analyzed, the tonal contrast of the image is detailed, as shown in Figure 3. It shows how the illustrator describes a park full of beautiful flowers as if they have many colors. When Kuroino and Watashi focus on some stories, they are described as the center’s position, more oversized shape, and more plain background.

The third principle of composition is discussed by Kress & van Leeuwen (2020). There is no framing in Kuroino, which indicates involvement and absence of social distance between represented participants and readers (children). The lack of structure creates intersemiotic compositional cooperation between visual and verbal, which relates to each other and provides a taste of unity.

After analyzing meaning based on verbal and visual texts, the researcher interprets the meaning, whether or not it completes each other. Thus, it can be understood the meaning to be conveyed by the writer and illustrator, whether or not it synergizes and has meaning. The researcher describes a relation in verbal and visual texts based on an opinion stated by Liu (2019), in which every aspect of meaning in the three metafunctions of language will be compared with that in the three metafunctions of image.

Analysis of ideational meaning in the verbal text shows the domination of Mood indicative-declarative, a clause which states information about the adventure of the represented participant. It is supported by representational meaning in the visual text, which is almost the same between narrative and conceptual processes. It can be interpreted that the writer and illustrator in Kuroino invite the reader to enjoy the adventure by Kuroino and Watashi by enjoying the environment where the incident occurred. Besides, interpersonal meaning shows the domination of material processes (46%) and existential processes (20%), which tend to be found in children’s stories. Children’s narrative explains what is done by the character and represents what is thought and felt.

Figure 4 Compositional Meaning (Given/New Information
Besides, interactive meaning in the visual text uses analysis elements, namely contact, social distance, attitude, and modality. Data analysis shows the represented participants between imaginary and real worlds. As demonstrated by formal and impersonal domination in the social space; what is done by the designated participant without approval or rejection from readers (viewed from offer image); the relation between participant and reader at the same level (horizontally shown from the perspective and medium angle); in realism, illustration seems real with beautiful details, though illustrated using black and white color.

Textual meaning in the verbal text uses thematic progression theory. It shows linear theme domination, though thematic progression with a continuous (constant) theme on story plot is also found. It exhibits a strong relation in a clause that delivers an information message with two main characters in the story. The story is told in a structured and thematic way with a simple pattern easily understood by the reader. It is supported by compositional meaning in the visual text, which is evident with a visual component in detailed black and white images describing two characters, a girl and a black creature, in an imaginative adventure. It is related to environmental aspects of nature, such as highway, park, house, tree, flower, and others as additional aspects of the two characters’ support story.

CONCLUSIONS

The conclusion of this research shows that in verbal text, the meaning of a clause in a book entitled Kuroino, which is analyzed using the three metafunctions of language, shows the meaning relevance. The interpersonal meaning states information exchange (indicative-declarative) between writer and reader about friendship and adventure between Kuroino and Watashi. It is supported by ideational meaning (transitivity analysis) that the writer conveys an imaginative adventure in detail, which is experienced by these two characters. Besides, in the textual meaning, which shows the domination of thematic progression with a linear theme, the writer develops theme and distribution of information (e.g., following one after another) in text, so the story about friendship and adventure between these two characters is easily understood. Meanwhile, meaning in the visual text, which is analyzed using the three metafunctions of images, shows the meaning of relevance. Representational meaning shows the same amount between the narrative process and conceptual process, provided that the illustrator in a book entitled Kuroino invites the readers to participate in adventure while enjoying the surrounding environment or condition. The illustrator expects to develop and maintain the relationship with readers, as shown in interactive meaning. Besides, the structure of information provided in a double-page book entitled Kuroino shows the domination of a ‘given-new’

structure. Thus, although it seems that verbal and visual texts are separated, they have a relevance that completes each other. Based on the explanation, the meaning in verbal and visual texts of a storybook entitled Kuroino creates a relation that synergizes each other and has meaning. The writer and the illustrator create a message which completes each other.

It can be said that Kuroino is one of the picture books made for children using simple vocabulary and a simple plot to tell a story. It is supported with a visual presentation to keep the storyline, so children can easily understand the story without double meaning. Besides, verbal and visual texts avoid monotonous aspects from the story. The implication of this research is expected to enrich the reference related to the implementation of SFL and VG in Japanese children’s picture books. It can also give a contribution to recommending quality children’s literature from the perspective of linguistics. Because of the limitation of this research using one data source only, a picture book for children older than three years, the suggestion for the next research is the use of several picture books for children of several ages. Besides, it can be focused on a storybook with a specific theme (e.g., fable or others) in the Japanese language.
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